Abstract
Introduction
Catadioptric systems are optical systems that consist of a combination of mirrors and lenses [4] . As demonstrated by several researchers, catadioptrics can be used to design stereo sensors that use only a single camera [11] [3] [5] [9] [15] [12] [2] . Although the systems described by these researchers use a variety of different mirror shapes and configurations the underlying motivation is the same. By using multiple mirrors, scene points can be imaged from two or more viewpoints while using only a single camera.
Single camera stereo has several advantages over traditional two-camera stereo. Because only a single camera and digitizer are used, system parameters such as spectral response, gain, and offset are identical for the stereo pair. In addition, only a single set of internal calibration parameters needs to be determined. Perhaps most important is that single camera stereo simplifies data acquisition by only requiring a single camera and digitizer and no hardware or software for synchronization.
Real-time stereo systems, whether catadioptric or twocamera, require images to be rectified prior to stereo matching. A pair of stereo images is rectified if the epipolar lines are aligned with the scanlines of the images. When properly aligned, the search for correspondence is simplified and thus real-time performance can be obtained [1] . Once the epipolar geometry of a stereo system is determined, rectifying transformations can be applied to the im- * This work was supported in parts by a DARPA/ONR MURI Grant (N00014-95-1-0601), an NSF National Young Investigator Award, and a David and Lucile Packard Fellowship. ages [14] [6] [8] [13] . However, rectifying in this manner has two disadvantages for real-time stereo. Applying transformations to the images at run-time is both computationally costly and degrades the stereo data due to the resampling of the images. An alternative to rectifying the images at run-time is to ensure that the geometry of the stereo system produces rectified images. With two-camera stereo this is accomplished by removing any rotation between the two cameras, aligning the direction of translation with the scan lines of the cameras and using identical internal parameters for the two cameras (a difficult task). The geometric requirements of a rectified catadioptric stereo system are not trivial and have not been studied. The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, to develop the constraints that must be satisfied to ensure rectified images, and second to describe an automated tool for placing the mirrors such that sensor size is minimized for a given baseline. These results can be used to design and build novel compact stereo sensors.
Previous work
Several researchers have demonstrated the use of both curved and planar mirrors to acquire stereo data with a single camera. Curved mirrors have been primarily used to capture a wide field of view. One of the first uses of curved mirrors for stereo was in [11] , where Nayar suggested a wide field of view stereo system consisting of a conventional camera pointed at two specular spheres (see Figure 1(a) ). A similar system using two convex mirrors, one placed on top of the other, was proposed by Southewell et al. [15] (see Figure 1(b) ). Later, Nene and Nayar presented several different catadioptric stereo configurations using a single camera with parabolic, elliptic and hyperbolic mirrors [12] .
Several others have also investigated the use of planar mirrors to design single camera stereo sensors. A sensor designed by Goshtasby and Gruver used two planar mirrors connected by a hinge centered in the field of view of the camera [3] . Gluckman and Nayar demonstrated how two mirrors in an arbitrary configuration can be self-calibrated and used for single camera stereo [2] (see Figure 1 (c)). Stereo systems using four planar mirrors were proposed by both Inaba et al. [5] and Mathieu and Devernay [9] (see Figure 1(d) ). By imaging an object and its mirror reflection, a stereo image can also be obtained using only a single mirror [10] [16] . In all of these systems, the stereo images are not rectified, therefore the images must be transformed at run-time prior to stereo matching. One exception is a system described by Lee et al . that uses prisms rather than mirrors to acquire rectified stereo images from a single camera [7] . Although prisms are an interesting alternative to mirrors it is not clear that compact sensors with sufficient baseline can be designed.
Background
Before describing the requirements for rectified catadioptric stereo we explain image formation with planar mirrors. As Figure 2 (a) shows, the image formed when a mirror reflects a scene point is the same perspective image taken by a virtual camera located on the opposite side of the mirror. The location of the coordinate system of the virtual camera relative to the coordinate system of the real camera is found by applying a reflection transformation. If we represent the mirror with the normal n and the distance d measured from the real camera center, the reflection transformation D is found to be
The transformation D between the real and virtual camera coordinate systems is a combination of a rigid transformation and a switch from a left to a right handed (or vice-versa) coordinate system. Also note that a reflection transform is its own inverse:
When two mirrors (see Figure 2 (b)) reflect a scene point, the virtual camera is found by applying two consecutive reflection transformations. As shown in [2] the resulting transformation represents a planar rigid motion, meaning the direction of translation is orthogonal to the axis of rotation. It was also shown that the axis of rotation is (n 1 × n 2 ), where n 1 and n 2 are the normals of the two mirrors. In the two mirror case there is no switch from a left to right handed system because the two switches cancel out.
For each additional mirror the virtual camera is found by applying another reflection transformation. In general, if the number of mirrors is odd then the resulting transformation switches the handedness of the coordinate system, thus producing a mirror image of the scene.
As shown in Figure 2 (c), if the field of view is split such that different mirrors reflect the scene onto different portions of the imaging plane then the scene is imaged from multiple virtual cameras, and thus a stereo image is obtained. Now, we will examine how mirrors can be used to obtain a rectified stereo image.
How many mirrors are needed?
To produce rectified images, a stereo system must meet several requirements. There must be no relative rotation between the two cameras, the translation must be parallel to the scanlines of the image plane, and the internal parameters of the two cameras must be identical. For catadioptric stereo the last requirement is met because only a single camera is used. To ensure the first two requirements, the mirrors must satisfy
where b is the baseline, m is the number of mirrors used and D i is the reflection transformation produced by the i th mirror. The mirrors are ordered as shown in Figure 3 and each mirror is defined in a coordinate system attached to the left virtual camera, where the x-axis is along the scanlines and the z-axis is in the direction of the optical axis.
Although satisfying (1) is sufficient to ensure rectification there is one caveat. Because we split the field of view of the real camera between the two virtual cameras we must guarantee that the fields of view properly overlap. Figure 4 shows a four mirror system where the two virtual cameras are rectified but do not share a common field of view. When the field of view is split between two different systems of mirrors, each virtual camera sees half of the field of view of the real camera. Clearly, in practice the two half fields of view must overlap. As shown in Figure 5 , if rectified there are three possible configurations for the two virtual cameras, depending upon the number of mirrors used. However, only the one on the left leads to a practical stereo system. To obtain the configuration on the left, one of the half fields of view must be reflected relative to the other and therefore an odd number of mirrors must be used. We enforce this by flipping the direction of the x-axis
It is straightforward to show that for any number of odd mirrors a solution exists. pairs of identical reflection transformations; because a reflection transformation is its own inverse each pair will cancel out.
Although there are many solutions to (2) most are not physically realizable due to occlusions and intersecting mirrors. Next, we will discuss possible solutions using one and three mirrors. Five or more mirrors can be used however these systems are complex and their advantages are unclear. : To obtain a rectified image with a single mirror, the normal of the mirror must be parallel to the scanlines of the camera. Note that the field of view of the right virtual camera will be limited by the finite size of the mirror.
Single mirror rectified stereo
To obtain a rectified image with a single mirror, the plane containing the mirror must satisfy
where n 1 and d 1 are the normal and distance of the mirror from the camera coordinate system. For this to be satisfied,
T . Thus, the only one mirror solution occurs when the normal of the mirror is parallel to the scanlines of the camera (the x-axis) as shown in Figure 6 . The stereo system will remain rectified for any distance d 1 , however the baseline b will change as b = 2d 1 .
The advantage of this solution is its simplicity. However, because a finite mirror must be used the field of view of the virtual camera is limited by the angle the mirror subtends with respect to the virtual camera (see Figure 6 ). The field of view α is related to the baseline b and the length of the mirror h as
1063-6919/00 $10.00 ã 2000 IEEE Therefore, if a large baseline is desired then a large mirror must be employed or else the field of view will be severely limited. Because the mirror is finite a field of view asymmetry exists between the real and virtual camera. A larger portion of the image detector is used by the real camera. As shown in Figure 7 , this asymmetry can be removed by shifting the image detector with respect to the center of projection of the camera. For applications where the scene of interest lies close to the camera this has the benefit of increasing the viewing volume close to the stereo system.
Three mirror rectified stereo
We can overcome the limitations of single mirror rectified stereo by incorporating additional mirrors. With three mirrors we can ensure that the field of view is equally shared between the two virtual cameras (see Figure 8) . Furthermore, a large baseline can be obtained using relatively small mirrors. However, we can not arbitrarily place the three mirrors. As we will show, to obtain rectified stereo five constraints between the mirrors and the camera must be satisfied. From (2) we know that the mirrors must be placed such that
Using (5) we will first derive three constraints by determining how the mirrors must be placed so that there is no rotation between the virtual cameras. Then we will show the remaining two constraints that arise from requiring the direction of translation to be parallel to the scanlines (the x-axis).
Rotation constraints
The upper left 3 × 3 block of the matrix in (5) is the requirement that there be no rotation between the virtual cameras:
where
Recall that R 1 R 2 is a rotation matrix with a rotational axis defined by n 1 × n 2 [2] . This implies that 
It is straightforward to show that 
(9) Therefore, to satisfy (6) it is necessary that
The scale factor λ can be removed by taking the dot product with n 1 or n 3 giving us two independent constraints, Figure 9 : The mirrors must be angled such that two rays at angles α and π−α are parallel after being reflected by the mirrors, that is α1 = α2. Doing so will ensure that there is no rotation between the two virtual cameras. and
This implies that the normals of the three mirrors n 1 , n 2 and n 3 and the x-axis are all co-planar. When the normals are co-planar, the mirrors rotate the virtual cameras about a common axis. Of course, we still need to orient the mirrors so that the rotational angle is cancelled. But now we can simplify our analysis by working in the two dimensions of the plane containing the normals and the x-axis. In 2-D the mirrors are represented by lines where θ i is the angle the i th mirror normal makes with the x-axis of the real camera. For simplicity we have moved the x-axis to the real camera. If we consider a ray leaving the camera center at angle α and a corresponding ray leaving the camera at an angle π−α then the mirrors must be angled such the two reflected rays are parallel, thus ensuring there is no rotation between the virtual cameras (see Figure 9 ). After being reflected by the mirror oriented at angle θ 1 , the angle of the left ray is
The angle of the right ray α 2 after reflection by the two mirrors is
The two rays are parallel if α 1 = α 2 . Therefore the rotation is cancelled if
We can express (15) in terms of the normals of the mirrors as,
To summarize, if the normals of the mirrors satisfy the three constraints (11), (12) and (16) then there will be no rotation between the two virtual cameras.
Translation constraints
So we have three constraints that must be satisfied to rectify the virtual cameras. However, we also need to ensure that the direction of translation between the virtual cameras is along the x-axis.
For this we will need to examine the translational part of (5), that is
After multiplying through with R 3 R 2 R 1 and substituting (6) we get
Next, by substituting (7) for the R i we get
Since the baseline b is arbitrary, we have only two linear constraints on d 1 , d 2 and d 3 , namely
We have now derived the 5 constraints for three mirror rectified stereo. To summarize, if the normals of the three mirrors are co-planar with the x-axis, the angles between the mirrors satisfy (16) and the distances to the mirrors are chosen such that (20) and (21) are satisfied then the two virtual cameras will be rectified.
Sensor design via optimization
For many stereo applications the compactness of the sensor is important. In this section we describe an automated tool for catadioptric stereo sensor design. Given design parameters such as baseline, field of view, and size of the real camera we compute the optimal placement of the mirrors such that the virtual cameras are rectified and sensor size is minimized.
To simplify the optimization, we assume the plane containing the normals of the mirrors is the x-z plane, meaning there is no tilt between the camera and the mirrors. Now, each of the three mirrors is represented by a line, so there are only six parameters: θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , d 1 , d 2 and d 3 . Because we are restricted to the x-z plane, (11) , (12) are satisfied, and thus there are only two rectification constraints, one on the angles of the mirrors (15) and one on the distances (21). Given a desired baseline b we have one more constraint from (19)
Three constraints on six parameters leaves three free parameters. To optimize these parameters some criteria for sensor size must be chosen. One simple measure is the perimeter of the bounding box of the mirrors (see Figure 10) .
To find the best configuration we search through all possible locations (θ 1 , d 1 ) of the first mirror and possible angles θ 2 for the second mirror. The remaining three parameters, the distance d 2 to the second mirror, the distance d 3 to the third mirror and the angle θ 3 of the third mirror are found by solving (15) , (21) and (22), where n ix = cos θ i and n iz = sin θ i . For each set of computed parameters we determine the end points of the mirrors by tracing the optical axis and the limiting rays of the field of view and intersecting them with the mirrors. Once the end points are found the perimeter of the bounding box is computed. The design that minimizes the perimeter is chosen.
We only admit solutions where the mirrors do not occlude each other. Thus we ensure that the ray r 2 , in Figure 11 , does not intersect the mirrors M 2 and M 3 and the ray r 3 does not intersect M 2 . In addition, we only consider solutions where the real camera does not see itself and thus we ensure the ray r 1 is a minimum distance c from the camera center of projection (note that c is proportional to the baseline b and determined from the size of the camera). Figure 12 shows two optimal configurations for a camera with a 60
• field of view. As shown in 12(a), when c = 0 the second mirror is infinitesimally small and located at the center of projection of the camera. Figure 12(b) shows the optimal solution when c = 0.1. As both c and the field of view increase the optimal sensor size also increases. Note that we may use the same approach to find the optimal sensor for some other size criterion, such as the area of the bounding box. Figure 11 : It is important that the reflected scene rays are not occluded by the mirrors. Therefore, we ensure that the ray r2 does not intersect the mirrors M2 and M3 and the ray r3 does not intersect M2. If we have some notion of the size of our camera then we can also ensure that the ray r1 is at a minimum distance c from the camera center of projection. 
Experimental results
We have used the constraints introduced in the preceding sections to build both one and three mirror stereo sensors. As in Figure 13 (a), we can capture rectified stereo images using a single mirror by placing the mirror parallel to the optics of the camera. We found that aligning the mirror by hand was adequate to obtain a depth map of the scene (see Figure 14) . To demonstrate that the stereo image is rectified the correspondence search is only performed along the scanlines. The depth map was computed on a 640 × 480 image using both SSD and normalized crosscorrelation with a 15×15 size window. In the single mirror case we found that normalized cross-correlation is beneficial because of intensity differences introduced by the reflection of scene rays at acute angles with the mirror (recall that the reflectance of a mirror falls slightly as a function of the angle of incidence).
To construct a three mirror system we used the optimal solution described in the previous section and scaled it so that the baseline was 10 cm. Using a drawing tool we printed the location of the three mirrors and camera center of projection on a piece of paper (see Figure 13(b) ). We used a Computar 4mm pinhole lens so that we could accurately place the pinhole of the lens over the desired position marked on the paper. Figure 15 (a) shows several images taken by the three mirror system. 15(b) and 15(c) show depth maps computed by searching along the scanlines using both SSD and normalized cross-correlation. For the three mirror case, we found that normalizing the data did not improve the results. The three mirror system does not suffer from the acute angles of incidence which are encountered when using a single mirror. Therefore, the extra computational cost of normalized cross-correlation can be avoided.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown how to design a class of novel stereo sensors. By avoiding the need for synchronization, rectification and normalization of the data these sensors are well-suited for real-time applications. Currently, we are using the ideas presented here to build a variety of compact stereo devices. (b) and (c) are the depth maps obtained using SSD and normalized cross-correlation with a 15 × 15 window. Note that the difference between the two is negligible thus emphasizing the fact that when only a single camera is used SSD is sufficient for stereo matching. Depth is not computed for the background pixels.
